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Abstract The coupling of thermogravimetric analysis (TG)

associated with chemometrics is proposed as an innovative

approach in thanatochemistry in order to develop a new

analytical tool using thermal analysis for the characterization

of vitreous humor. Vitreous samples were selected from the

medicolegal deaths which occurred in casualty and where the

death interval is known. Only hospital deaths with no

metabolic disorders were taken, and the precise time of death

was certified by the treating physician. Samples were ana-

lyzed by TG7 thermobalance, and principal component

analysis was used to evaluate the results. The TG/Chemo-

metrics outcomes show a clearly distinct behavior according

to the postmortem interval, concluding that TG and Che-

mometrics are capable of predicting the time since death

using only a few microliters of vitreous, without any pre-

treatment and with an hour of analysis time.

Keywords Vitreous humor � Thermogravimetry �
Chemometrics � Forensic sciences

Introduction

Thermogravimetry coupled with chemometrics (TG/Che-

mometrics) proved to be a rapid and cost-effective tool for

the analysis of complex biological matrices [1]. The

coupling TG/Chemometrics is emerging as a novel

approach, consisting of a multiparametric statistical analysis

of thermogravimetric curves, thus allows the identification

of significant differences in the thermal profile of the

investigated sample. In some cases, little sample-to-sample

differences can cause very small differences in thermo-

gravimetric profile. This means that the resulting TG data

obtained depends on more than one variable simultaneously

and thus is multivariate. To this end, chemometric approach

based on multivariate analysis becomes very useful.

Thermogravimetry has been successfully applied to very

different matrices [2–12] since no sample pretreatment is

needed. Consequently, the information reflects the true

composition and all the possible interactions due to the

complexity of the specific matrix investigated, because

nothing affects the results. These advantages are enhanced

when a complex matrix is under investigation: The whole,

original sample is directly inserted in the sample crucible

and immediately analyzed. As the matrix increases its

complexity (biological specimens), a simultaneous evalu-

ation and monitoring of a great number of factors for its

characterization are required. The main criterion in this

situation is to build up the initial analytical model as robust

as possible in order to ensure predictive results.

Such an aim may be achieved in analytical chemistry by

chemometric tools [13, 14]. Food chemistry problems and

the relationships between food composition and sensory

evaluation, food processing and storage, production, cli-

mate, and physical characteristics frequently require the

use of chemometric techniques and strategies [15].

For this reason, the coupling TG/Chemometrics is con-

sidered to study correlations between thermogravimetric

profiles and develop a model of prediction not affected by

the specific complexity of the matrix under investigation.

In particular, the objective of this study is to introduce TG
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coupled with a chemometric approach as a useful strategy

for the postmortem investigation of vitreous humor with

the aim of estimating the interval since death.

Postmortem interval (PMI) is defined as the time elapsed

between death and the time of autopsy and is largely used in

thanatochemistry to support forensic investigations.

Although the interpretation of various changes occurring

after death provide useful information, the exact time of

death can be rarely estimated on the basis of autopsy findings

alone, thus the appropriate range of PMI must be deducted.

Among the commonly investigated biological matrices,

blood, cerebrospinal fluid, and synovial fluid show post-

mortem alterations in the levels of their electrolytes. These

modifications progressively increased until putrefaction and

can help forensic pathologist in estimating PMI [16, 17].

Beside conventional body specimens, vitreous humor is of

growing interest [18–22] in forensic chemistry as a

stable fluid in the postmortem period. In addition, vitreous

humor is located in closed compartments thus, hardly con-

taminated even in the late postmortem interval [23]. As a

consequence, the isolated topography and the resistance to

microbiological contamination result in a well-protected and

easy to collect specimen and make vitreous humor a very

suitable medium for postmortem investigations. Addition-

ally, in vitreous humor, chemical changes occur at a slow

rate, extending the period of time during which it may be

used for PMI estimation purposes [24].

A number of two-exponential formula have been pro-

posed by Marshall and Hoare for PMI estimation based on

supravital reactions, postmortem lividity, and rigor mortis

[25–27]. In addition, the literature provides several chem-

ical approaches for estimating the time since death but

officially recognized methods are lacking in forensic

community [27–29].

Nowadays, it is widely accepted that the potassium

concentrations [18, 19, 30–32] and hypoxanthine

[22, 24, 33–37] in the vitreous humor contribute in esti-

mating the time of death within a recent time interval.

Alternative analytical techniques were recently consid-

ered in determining important modifications of chemical

components of such as optical fluorescence [38] and high-

resolution NMR techniques [39].

Moreover, amino acid and organic acid concentrations,

as well as lipid analysis, are of great importance in forensic

sciences and could be good predictors of the time since

death. Instrumental methods, applied with or without

chemical pretreatments, have been developed to identify,

characterize, and quantify organic metabolites as a help for

PMI determination [40]. Finally, instrumental detection of

racemization and/or functionalization is techniques often

used to assess any variation of amino acids [41–44].

Despite all the advances made in this field, it is well

recognized a lack in standardization of methodologies as

well as instrumentations that may lead to obtaining dif-

ferent potassium concentrations, thus a different estimation

of the correct PMI.

To this end, the feasibility of TG/Chemometrics

approach based on Principal Components Analysis (PCA)

was investigated and a comprehensive analytical tool was

develop to enhance correlation between thermogravimetric

profiles. The proposed model was applied to process

unknown samples and permitted a correct identification of

the correct PMI.

Experimental

Humor samples

Vitreous was collected from right and left eyes separately

using a sterilized 20 gauge hypodermic needle in order to

estimate differences in the thermogravimetric profile and at

least, to consider a pool of the two eyes for the thermo-

gravimetric analysis. Around 2 mL of vitreous humor was

aspirated through a scleral puncture on the lateral canthus

of each eye and a clear fluid was obtained and directly

analyzed; the contaminated samples with tissue fragments

were discarded. After drawing the vitreous humor, 2 mL of

normal saline was injected in each eye for cosmetic

restoration of eyeball. The collected samples were stored at

4 �C prior to the thermogravimetric analysis.

Thermogravimetry

Samples were analyzed by a PerkinElmer TGA7 Ther-

mobalance (Massachusetts, USA). Vitreous humor (30 lL)

was placed into the crucible, and temperature was mea-

sured using a thermocouple directly attached to the cru-

cible. The temperature was raised from 20 to 800 �C, with

a 10 �C min-1 heating rate, as the best resolution rate. The

carrier gas (air flow) was maintained at a 100 mL min-1

flow rate. To ensure an accurate measurement of the

sample temperature, the calibration of the temperature was

performed using the Curie-point transition of standard

metals, as specified by the equipment recommendations.

Each sample was analyzed in triplicate, and a high repro-

ducibility of the resulting curves was observed. Derivative

thermogravimetric data (DTG) were also calculated to

compare samples and represent the derivative of the

function TG(T) with respect T.

Chemometrics

Thermogravimetry has been scarcely considered in the

existing literature for the study of biological matrices, and

a thermal approach has not been done yet for the study of
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vitreous humor. To this end, a simple exploratory tools

were only considered in evaluating and comparing the

results, as the aim of this study was to develop a new

method that provides useful information directly and

rapidly, with a minimum of experimental and data pro-

cessing effort. The processing data from thermogravimetric

curves were pretreated, and PCA [45, 46] was used as the

display method in order to identify directions in the dataset

with higher variability. To remove, or at least, to minimize

any unwanted sources of variability on the curves, the

effect of a number of mathematical pretreatments was

investigated: In particular, Standard Normal Variate

transform [47], Column Autoscaling, and Mean-centering

[48, 49] preceded by first or second derivatives. From

these, the Column Autoscaling was selected, as it provided

the best performing conditions of separation for vitreous

samples according to PMI. Diagnostics and acquisition of

the thermogravimetric data were carried out by Pyris

software (Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc., Waltham, MA,

USA) as ASCII files, which were then imported into

V-PARVUS 2009 package [50].

Experimental

Postmortem samples from 24 individuals (12 males and 8

females, mean age 61 ± 19 years) were collected during

forensic autopsies at the Institute of Forensic Medicine of

Sapienza University of Rome. Autopsies were included in

the study as routinely, selecting cases with a documented

PMI as reference samples to define the chemometric

model. Moreover, four subjects with undefined PMI were

also analyzed in order to verify the approach. Once the

model is built, it can be used to predict unknown samples.

Results and discussion

TG data

Preliminarily, a typical thermogravimetric behavior of

vitreous humor specimen was defined as a result of ther-

mally induced decomposition in the range 20–800 �C.

Samples from each eye were analyzed separately, in order

to estimate the characteristic thermogravimetric profile of

right and left vitreous and no significant differences were

observed. Nevertheless, since the aim of this study is to

develop a model of prediction for postmortem interval in

forensic investigations, a pool of the two vitreous was

considered in order to build a model as robust as possible to

be used in all the cases, thus not eye-dependent.

Two main releasing steps can be described: The first, is

related to the loss of water (the main component of vitre-

ous, 97.8 ± 0.5%), while the second decomposition pro-

cess is associated with residue of metal oxides remaining at

high temperatures (1.0 ± 0.4%). In some cases, the first

derivative curve of the TG (DTG) demonstrated the pres-

ence of overlapped processes in the first releasing step and

permitted to identificate the bulk and bound water contri-

bution, thus to calculate the bulk/bound water ratio. This is

particularly useful in biological matrices where cells and
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tissues are involved in maintaining the homeostasis. Nev-

ertheless, a first important evidence of postmortem modi-

fications is related to the loss of the bulk water contribution

within 2 h. The achieved TG and DTG curves [derivatives

of the function TG (T) with respect of T] of samples with a

PMI ranging from 0 to 4 h demonstrated the presence of

the two overlapped processes only for those subjects where

vitreous was collected before 2 h since death and directly
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analyzed (no refrigerated storage conditions were adopted).

As the time since death increases, the two processes change

into one step. To verify this behavior, vitreous collected

from the two eye of the same subject immediately after

death, were analyzed over a period of 24 h under different

conditions: The right eye was analyzed and stored at

-20 �C for reproducibility evaluation, while the left one

was maintained in not refrigerated conditions, in order to

simulate such situation where vitreous collection occurred

after 2 h since death. An example of a TG profile from the

same subject within 24 h is reported in Fig. 1. In addition,

the effect of the heating rate was investigated and three

conditions were considered (5, 10 and 20 �C min-1) con-

cluding that the best resolution was achieved when a

scanning rate of 10 �C min-1 was selected, as it provides

the identification of the two processes related to the bulk

and bound water release, within 2 h.

In order to provide a correct sampling protocol prior to

TG analysis, the effect of vitreous storage after collection

was investigated. Samples were analyzed at varying stor-

age conditions and times and subjected to three cycles of

freezing (-20 �C) and thawing (room temperature). In the

tested conditions, no statistically significant variations

(p value of 0.37) have been detected: In all the cases, the

percentage of water content was found to be within the

interday precision. In Fig. 2, an example of the stability

investigation is reported for sample 19 and the average

water amount was estimated (98.1 ± 0.3%). In conclusion,

for a correct analytical protocol, samples were storage

immediately after sampling (-20 �C) and then analyzed in

triplicate.

The thermally induced decomposition of all the ana-

lyzed samples is reported in Table 1, and in Fig. 3 the TG

and DTG profiles of all the analyzed vitreous humor

according to the optimized protocol are overlapped. The

acquired thermogravimetric showed that no significant

statistically differences seem to be diagnostic to PMI

identification and a correlation between the time since

death and DTG can be observed. To overcome these

problems, chemometric tools were considered for inter-

preting results. The main role of chemometrics data pro-

cessing is to eliminate the problems caused by data

overlapping between components, enabling their simulta-

neous determination with no sample pretreatment. For this

reason, data reduction techniques such as exploratory

Principal Components Analysis (PCA) were selected and

the acquired thermogravimetric curves were imported into

a chemometric package in order to verify correlation

among samples and to build a model of prediction of PMI.

For the dataset construction, the acquired TG curves

were considered in the range between 20 and 800 �C and

mathematically pretreated. As far as the data are

Table 1 Description of vitreous humor samples and calculated water percent

Case no. Age/years Gender PMI/days 1st TG step 20–200 �C/%

1 85 M 2 97.7 ± 0.4

2 82 M 2 97.8 ± 0.3

3 84 F 5 97.6 ± 0.6

4 87 F 5 97.6 ± 0.2

5 32 F 0 98.2 ± 0.5

6 63 M 3 97.4 ± 0.3

7 65 M 3 97.4 ± 0.5

8 45 M 5 96.7 ± 0.2

9 47 M 5 96.7 ± 0.7

10 78 M 3 98.1 ± 0.4

11 75 M 3 98.1 ± 0.4

12 36 F 2 98.4 ± 0.3

13 39 F 2 98.4 ± 0.6

14 78 M 15 97.3 ± 0.6

15 74 M 15 97.4 ± 0.3

16 60 M 3 97.3 ± 0.4

17 32 M 0 98.4 ± 0.2

18 56 F 0 98.6 ± 0.7

19 54 F 15 98.1 ± 0.3

20 49 F 15 98.2 ± 0.5

Values are expressed as mean ± standard deviation and range
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concerned, among the investigated pretreatments the Col-

umn Autoscaling results in optimal discrimination ability

and was consequently considered for data processing. The

chemometric evaluation gave rise to a plot in which every

point represents a different sample. The exploratory anal-

ysis of all the thermogravimetric data using PCA (Fig. 4)

shows a clear discrimination based on the components PC1

and PC2, which explain, respectively, the 61.26 and the

34.50% of the total variance, and individuates distinct

group of samples belonging to different PMI.

The interpretation of the scores plot provides several

important results: A good correlation among subjects

belonging to the same class (same PMI) could be observed,

resulting in a different location of samples in the plot. The

location of samples also suggests that PC1 distinguish the

investigated samples according to the time since death,

concluding that the thermogravimetric analysis has the

ability to identify different PMI when all the thermally

induced processes (e.g., the entire TG curve) were con-

sidered. In addition, the chemometric investigation of the
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factor loadings demonstrated a relevant contribution of the

interval 300–800 �C for the discrimination of samples

according to PMI. The obtained results confirm the sig-

nificant role of chemometrics in thermogravimetric data

interpretation.

The developed model was consequently used to process

four unknown samples in order to test the prediction ability

of the model. TG curves were recorded as previously

described, and PCA was carried out in the optimized

conditions obtaining a plot in which the first two compo-

nents (overall explained variance 94.76%) permitted to

correlate the unknown samples as belonging to the group of

a specific PMI, according to the similarity with reference

samples. Figure 5 shows a new plot in which all the

investigated samples were processed simultaneously and

confirming the ability of this model to early predict the

time since death. As shown results from medicolegal

autopsy were in agreement with those obtained by TG/

Chemometrics approach.

Conclusions

This study introduces a novel approach to vitreous humor

for postmortem evaluation of the time since death. The

method consists of a thermogravimetric analysis followed
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by a chemometric evaluation of the acquired data that

requires few microliters of sample, without any pretreat-

ments. In addition, a comprehensive analytical protocol for

vitreous (from sampling to storage) was developed on the

basis of the TG behavior of this specimen with the aim of

determining the correct post mortem interval (PMI).

The association of chemometric tools to TG permitted a

quick identification of little differences in the TG curves

and demonstrated the capability of estimating postmortem

interval (PMI) in vitreous humor. The parallel medicolegal

outcomes from autopsies, confirmed the obtained results

allowing to correctly predict the PMI in unknown sample

and suggesting to consider the approach TG/Chemometric

as a promising tool for PMI estimation in forensic cases.
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